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JIll/II 
Journalism Week Award Winners 
Two men were cited here Friday night for 
outstanding service to journalism as editors 
and publishers of Southern Illinois news-
papers. 
Oldham Paisley (top left) of the Marion 
Daily Republican and C. E. Townsend (bot-
tom right) of the Granite City Press-Record 
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received Golden EM (Master Editor) Awards 
presented by the SIU Department of 
Journalism at a dinner meeting of the Southe rn 
Illinois Editorial Association in the Univer-
sity Center. 
Awards also were presented to Kenneth 
W. Medley (center left), associate editor 
of Nation's Business, by the SIU Journalism 
Alumni Association. He was recognized as 
an outstanding alumnus. 
Ross V. Randolph (bottom left), warden 
of the Illinois State Penitentiary at Menard. 
was cited by the Editorial Association as 
"Mr. Southern Illinois." 
On the Inside 
The 'Daily Egyptian' Goes to Press 
-photos on page 3 
Reviews of Books in Journalism 
-pages 4 and 5 
Faculty Members Discuss Role of the Press 
-story on page 6 
- Po,e2 
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SIU J ournalisDl . • • A Story of Service 
By Floyd H. Stein 
In the past dozen years, 
education for journalism at 
SIU has become increasingly 
important in Illinois, the 
United States and throughout 
the world. 
SIU's Department of Jour-
nalism now ranks 16th in 
enrollment among 47 depart-
ments and schools accredited 
by the American Council on 
Education in Journalism, 
comprised of professional 
journalists and educators. 
More significantly, the de-
partment ranks 12th among 
the same 47 in the number of 
graduate students activelyen-
rolled, with the number now 
exceeding SO. 
Journalism students at S]U 
represent more than 20 dif-
ferent states and come from 
eight foreign countries. 
The department is head-
quarters for national and 
international organizations 
engaged in journalistic 
actiVities. 
Faculty members are 
invited to teach overseas and 
to participate in other jour-
nalism endeavors in foreign 
countries. 
Foreign journalists and 
educators in journalism come 
to SIU as visiting professors 
of journalism and to study the 
programs offered here. 
The department is as-
sociated and cooperates with 
professional journalism and 
other groups in promoting 
higher standards in the 
profession. 
Education in journalism at 
SIU in each of the past dozen 
years has set new milestones. 
Journalism education at SIU 
goes back many years in the 
almost l00-year history of the 
University. It was taught first 
as part of the program in the 
Department of English. 
Then in 1956 the Department 
of Journalism was established 
as part of the former College 
of Vocations and Professions. 
Subsequently journalism and 
speech were separated from 
the college and in 1953 became 
the nucleus for what is now 
the School of Communications. 
In 1953, Howard R. Long, 
department chairman, came to 
SIU to head up the Department 
of Journalism, consisting then 
of three staff members and 
20 students. 
Long originally was charged 
with strengthening the jour-
nalism program and providing 
a regional approach. But later 
this was expanded in line with 
the University's rapid growth 
and broadened scope. 
The journalism faculty was 
built up and the course studies 
expanded. Then in 1960 the 
American Council on Edu-
cation in Journalism ac-
credited three sequences of 
study-news and editorial, ad-
vertising and community 
newspaper. 
The SIU program was and is 
the only new program since 
World War II that has been 
approved by the Council. The 
accreditation means that jour-
nalism study meets the high 
standards of the profession 
and provides University 
graduates in journalism 
special recognition. 
But the department did not 
stop thf>re.lnstead it continued 
to take big strides in 
strengthening and continuing 
to make stronger its staff 
and programs. 
A study sequence in 
magazine journalism now is 
offered. ]n the fall the depart-
ment plans to provide a 
sequence in high school jour-
nalism in conjunction with the 
School of Education to qualify 
and prepare students for 
teaching positions as high 
school publications super-
Visors. 
'1 Moralize a Lot • •• ' 
"I moralize a lot in my 
newspaper. 1 wouldn't give you 
a nickel for a newspaper whose 
editor diC:n't moralize. And 1 
suspect that the lack of moral 
purpose in the American press 
is precisely why criticism of 
it has reached a crescendo." 
* 
".People will always wantto 
know-but not too much. That's 
why there will always he com-
munications varying in degree 
and quality with the ability of 
the people to demand and ab-
sorb enlightenment. This does 
not mean there will always be 
newspapers as we know them 
today." 
* ,.. • 
"In the waste, inefficiency, 
recklessness and failure of 
dailies are many exciting op-
portunities for the bold and 
venturesome. It's becasue our 
press is as bad as I say it 
is, that these cballenges 
exist." -Eugene Cervi. editor 
and publisher, Cervi's Rocky 
Mountain Journal, Denver, 
Colo. 
Both the master's and 
do..:toral programs for gradu-
ate study were bolstered and 
are continually being im-
proved to provide the intel-
lectual growth desired in 
important areas of learning. 
With the strong base built 
in these areas, the department 
forged ahead in developing 
service programs for and in 
cooperation with professional 
journalism and other groups. 
And it has rounded out its 
goals by developing a research 
program that now is wen 
established. 
Thus has evolved a jour-
nalism program which Long 
maintains shO'Jld be based on 
a triad of functions-
education, serVice and 
research. 
.. Journalism as an aca-
demic discipline is eclectic," 
says Long. "It draws upon 
English, history, economics, 
sociology, science, anthro-
pology, political science, 
psychology, as well as other 
fields. 
"We believe in a program 
which will bring into jour-
nalism young people well-edu-
cated in the liberal arts and 
sciences and with a back-
ground of professionalism that 
is almost impossible to get 
in any other way:' Long says. 
"Our young people do need 
the benefit of a solid liberal 
education. Those who are 
going into journalism must be 
taught the fundamentals of 
professionalism." 
In addition to the formal 
education, there are in the 
department numerous organi-
zations in the fields of jour-
nalism interest to which 
students are eligible for 
membership. These groups 
sponsor field trips, bring to 
campus outstanding jour-
nalists and are a focal point 
for discussing mutual prob-
lems in the profession. ]n 
addition, almost a dozen 
scholarships and grants are 
available to future journalists. 
In the service field, the 
Journalism Department is the 
headquarters for the Interna-
tional Conference of Weekly 
Newspaper Editors, With 
members in 20 countries. 
The organization publishes 
"Grassroots Editor:' quar-
ter]y publication for weekly 
newspaper publishers and 
editors. 
The department also is the 
headquarters for Alpha Delta 
Sigma, national professional 
advertising fraternity, and the 
Southern Illinois School Press 
Association. an organization 
With membership in four 
states to advance scholastic 
journalism. 
Numerous service pro-
grams are centered in the 
department. The department 
cooperates with the Southern 
Illinois Editorial Association, 
which held an all-day meeting 
here Friday, and the Illmoky 
Advertising Club and the pro-
fessional organizations. 
As part of its service pro-
grams the department also is 
involved in special projects 
and workships, with staff 
members serving in con-
sultive positions. 
There is a summer 
workshop in the use of "The 
Newspaper in the Class-
room," sponsored cooper-
atively With the Missouri 
Press ASSOCiation, Southern 
Illinois Press Editorial As-
sociation and the St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat. 
There is a month-long 
summer workshop for high 
school publications adVisers 
and students active in news-
paper and yearbook ·work, as 
well as one-day conferences. 
such as scheduled today, spon-
sored in cooperation with the 
Southern lllinois School Press 
Association. The department 
produces the only known tele-
vision program designed to 
assist in high school publi-
cations, which Is broadcast 
by WSlU-TV here and 
KETC-TV in St. Louis. 
There is a Writer's Con-
ference designed to aid the 
free-lance writer and others 
interested in producing fic-
tion, periodical matter, edit-
ing and feature writing. 
There is the annual Sigma 
Delta Chi Lecture sponsored 
by the professional chapters of 
St. Louis and Southern II linois, 
and the student campus chap-
ter, for which an outstanding 
journalist is brought here to 
speak. 
There is the annual Elijah 
Parish Lovejoy Lecture in 
journalism offered at convo-
cation during observance of 
Journalism Week. 
There is the awarding of 
the Elijah ParisI: Lovejoy 
Award for Courage in Jour-
nalism presented to a United 
States weekly newspaper 
editor for outstanding service 
"involving courageous per-
formance of duty in the face 
of economic, political, or 
social pressures brought 
against him by members of 
his own community,'" 
The department also has 
conducted workshops for tele-
graph editors in cooperation 
With the Associated Press and 
United Press International, as 
well as special conferences 
in various areas of journalism 
including editing, printing, 
administration. 
On the international scene, 
besides being headquarters 
for the International Con-
ference of Weekly Newspaper 
Editors. two staff members 
have taught at National Cheng 
Chi University. Taipei, 
Taiwan. They are Charles C. 
Clayton and Long. And plans 
are underway now for two 
others to go overseas this 
year. 
Foreign visiting professors 
at SIU have included Milton 
J.T. Shieh of the National 
Cheng Chi University; 
Herbert Davies, former 
director of the Newspaper 
Societ)- of Great Britain; and 
currently. Liam Bergin. an 
Irish editor. 
Long observes that' 'visit-
ing Europeans who examine 
education for journalism as 
practiced in tbe United States 
return home to lands where 
we borrowed our concept of 
liberal education, determined 
to build training programs 
upon the American model." 
'ColUlGnt Diaeollfelll' 
"I know of no business in 
which there are more men and 
women constructively discon-
tented, and who, as a re-
SUlt, are trying to serve their 
communities better. Because 
of tbis constructive discon-
tentment-which might also be 
called constant discontent with 
the status quo-l think the fu-
ture for the newspaper 
business is bright and prom-
ising and the opportunities 
for young mep and women go-
ing into the business never 
better.'" -Joyce Swan, pub-
lisher and executive vice 
president, Minneapolis, 
Minn., Star Tribune. 
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Producing the tDaily Egyptian': 
From the Typewriter . .. 
. . . to the Press .... 
.. . to You 
-Photos by Bill Staniec 
2. PUNCHED TAPE SETS IT IN "TYPE" 
3. "~.ET" STORY IS CUT TO COLUMN WIDTH 
\ . ;nP. J~~.~ ... ; 
1. THE HEADLINE IS PREPARED BY MACHINE 
7. AND: NEWSPAPERS BUNDLED FOR DELIVERY TO YOU 
6. STREAM OF PAGES MAKES PRESS ROAR 
5. COpy IS .PLACED IN PASTE·UP FLAT OF PAGE 
P ...... DArLY EGYPTIAM 
The Egyptian Book Scene Focuses on Journalism 
Lovejoy, Simon: Kindred Spirits 
LOve~Oy: Martyr to Freedom, 
by aut Simon. St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishin~ House, 
190~. 1~2 pp. $3.00. 
State Senator Paul Simon, 
editor of the Troy (Ill.) Free 
Press, and publisher of other 
wee k I y newspapers, has 
staked his reputation upor. the 
willingness of the Amerie"n 
people to rally behind vigorous 
leadership in opposition to the 
forces of evil. 
Since Senator Simon is 
neither smug, nor arrogant, 
there is nothing in his text 
to suggest such acomparison, 
but one cannot read his Love-
joy: il.lartyr to Freedom-wI[ii: 
out oBservmg many parallels 
in the uncompromising ideal-
ism of the author and of his 
protagonist. While still cast in 
Reviewed by 
Howard R. Long 
Chairman, 
Department of Journalism 
the role of the "beardless 
young editor," Simon, who 
took over the Free Press when 
only 19 years old, defied the 
organization to run as a 
referm candidate for State 
Legislature in St. Clair 
County. 
ELIJAH PARISH LOVEJOY 
Four times winner of the 
Independent Voters of Illinois 
"best legislator" award and 
more recently honored by the 
same group for hIS work in 
the upper house, the career 
of Senator Simon oDviously has 
advanced to the point of lead-
ership on the state level of 
the Democrats. Demonstrably 
ambitious for higher office, 
Senator Simon, as yet, shows 
no willingness to make the 
compromise required to win 
for him the enthusiasm of the 
mine-run professional politi-
cians of his party. There are 
few who question either his 
abilities or his integrity-
there are many who fear that 
his militancy may lead to 
eventual political suicide. 
Surely Senator Simon cannot 
have failed to realize that. 
like Love joy, he rna y be called 
upon to pay dcally for his 
intranSigence. 
That there is a kinship 
between the spirit of Paul 
Simon and that of Elijah Love-
joy is further shown in [his 
statement from the concluding 
chapter of his book: 
"Defeats occur in every 
community in every state. 
Whether we are able to hold 
the nurr.ber of defeats to a 
mimmum will determine 
whether the freedom for which 
Lovejoy died will survive. 
"Freedom dies a little in 
a community when public of-
ficials are willing to take 
money for votes or fa vors; 
freedom does not operate as 
it should when school boards 
and city councils hold secret 
meetings, keeping outthe pub-
lic which elected them; 
freedom is challenged when 
law enforcement officials want 
to stop crime by using methods 
that violate freedoms given to 
us in our Constitution. free-
dom suffers a defeat when a 
teacher or a preacher or any-
one in the community is not 
permitted to express an un-
popular opinion; freedom bows 
OUt when any citizen does not 
have the right to walk into 
a restaurant for a cup of 
coffee. 
"The battle will always go 
on. There must be citizens 
who are willing to match each 
defeat with a victory." 
The author makes no pre-
tensions as a scholar and 
offers to add little to such 
recent works as Tide Without 
Turning by John Gill (Star 
King Press, 1959) and Elijah 
P. Lovejoy, Abolitionist Ed-
Itor by Merton L. Dillon (Uni-
versity of Illinois Press, 
1961), He does propose. how-
ever, to present within the 
framework of his own concern 
for present-day offenses 
against human decency and 
human dignity the story of 
the Martyr who stakes his all 
in his fight against human 
slavery and his right to speak 
and to print that which he 
believed, and who on Nov. i, 
1837, was killed at Alton, Ill., 
by the mob which destroyed his 
press. 
This book should be re-
quired reading in every school 
of the land. 
In the meantime, it is With 
great pride that this writer 
recalls that the Department of 
Journalism, Southern lllinois 
UniverSity, some 10 years ago 
adopted as its patron Elijah 
Parish Lovejoy. 
He won hand!ly in the 
primary and again in the 
general election. He served 
tour terms in the lower house 
without surrendering his prin-
ciples and Without winning 
many friends among the 
regulars. 
The Courant. •• Older Than Nation 
In this period he found him-
self, on many occasions, in 
conflict with the leadership of 
his party, both as an opponent 
of special interests and the 
advocate of unpopular causes. 
Unlo,·ed by the machine, Mr. 
Simon retained the respect of 
"[he people back home and found 
it not too difficult to move up 
into the Senate where he now 
is an important spokesman for 
legislative n.forms directed 
against the corrupt practices 
a~out which he has written Dnd 
spoken on numerous oc-
casions. 
Older Than The Nation by 
John Bard McNulty, Stoning-
ton .. Conn.: The Pequot Press,. 
Inc., 1964, 231 pp., $4.95, 
If there's a shred of doubt 
left in anyone's mind about 
the Hartford Courant's right 
to claim the title "oldest 
newspaper of continuous pub-
lication in America," he 
need only read Older Than 
the Nation and it will vanish. 
John B. McNulty, professor 
of English at Trinity College, 
has carefully documented the 
claim by a thorough search of 
the bound volumes of the news-
paper which start With Number 
00, October 29. 1764. And what 
RhadaIakum! Then Presto: 
'Power Steering With Words' 
Power Steering With Words, 
by Bess Sondel. Chicago: Fol-
lett Publishing Company, 
1964.317 pp. $5.95. 
"I regard words as Man-
power, Unlimited." 
Communication is the bind-
ing of energy. "I use your 
energy; you use mine! This 
is one of the miracles of 
life." 
he has found makes fascinat-
Ing r.;!ading. 
This isn't just another his-
tory of another newspaper. for 
the Courant has never been 
"just another newspaper." 
F or two centuries it has been 
as colorful and as dynamic 
as the men who have led it. 
Older Than The Nation. in a 
sense. is a history of America 
as told in the terms of major 
Reviewed by 
Barnard K Leiter, 
Department of Journalism 
news events and in the strong 
editorial opinions of the men 
who made the paper what it 
was. 
The Courant, for example: 
- Printed what probably was 
the first advertising picture 
used in an American news-
paper-a sketch of a prancing 
horse. 
-Printed spot color as 
early as 1892. 
-Had the largest newspaper 
circulation in the nation during 
the Revolutionary War when 
it was being operated by a 
Widow With five children. 
-Took a chance on an un-
published author who had been 
rejected for a half dozen 
others. and as a result Noah 
Webster's Blue Backed Spel-
ler became a run-awav best 
SeIleL (Some 100,000,000 
copies were sold before it 
went out of print.) 
A list such as this could 
run for pages but this should 
suffice. Of course, there are 
other newspapers that might 
be able to come close if not 
match it. But one thing that 
cannot be overlooked when 
considering the Courant's his-
tory is its long tradition of 
continuing emphasis on news 
as its chief reason for being. 
McNulty's success in telling 
the Courant's story comes 
from his efforts to present a 
fair and accurate picture of 
the newspaper and the men 
who ran it. He has not side-
stepped the shortcomings of 
the va:-ious publishers who, 
in a sense. delayed the paper's 
growth because of narrow 
personal views. 
THE COURANT'S FIRST SIGNBOARD 
Communication is the key 
to Life. And the key to effec-
tive communication is-
Rhadalakum! The key to Power Steering LETTER IN BIRD'S MOUTH SIGNIFIES FAST NEWS REPORTING is "Operation Feedback." And 
Anybody who has seen Kis-
met knows how delightfully 
ambiguous that word is. . 
But Bess Sondel would never 
use that word in her book. 
Revie.edby 
James B, Lemert, 
Departmentof Journalism 
the "power within us is never 
exhausted." 
How about that? 
Writing in a readable style 
reminiscent of both Hp.ming-
way and Dostoevski (!!!), Dr. 
Sondel has produced what may 
be: a) a gigantic put-on or 
b) a too-visionary semanti-
cist's paraphrasing of Dale 
Carnegie, with fancy new com-
munications terms substituted 
Power Steering With Words. for things like "every day, in 
No. Of course not. Because every way ••• " 
she knows the key to effec- Above all writers in this 
tive communication actually is field, a semanticist should 
Power Steering with Words know that naming something 
(capitalizarion by Dr. Sondel). does not explain it, and this 
not Rhadalakum. is about all the book contains. 
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Cockerill 
Top '1\'1. E.' 
For Pulitzer 
Pulitzer's Prize Editor. :'y 
Homer W. King. Durham. 
N.C.: Duke Uni\'ersi~y Press, 
1965. 336 pp. 50.50. 
John A. Cockerill has too 
long been a shadowy figure in 
the literarure of American 
journalism. As the late Frank 
Luther Mott pointed out, he 
was one of the new school of 
managing editors who pro-
foundly changed journalism in 
this country, but until the 
publication of this fin e 
biography, he has been over-
shadowed by the man who gave 
him his opportunity. Joseph 
Pulitzer. 
Mr. King's book revives a 
debate that has ltmg intrigued 
newsmen. Was the first Joseph 
Pulitzer the genius who blazed 
a new trail in journalism 
Reviewed by 
Charle. C. Clayton, 
Department of Journalis m 
around the turn ofthecentury. 
or should most of the credit 
go to his fiery managing 
editor? There is considerable 
evidence to support the' 
Cockerill claim. 
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
was trailing far behind the St. 
Louis Globe-Democrat and its 
great managing editor, Joseph 
McCullagh. until Pulitzer in-
stalled Cockerill as his 
managing editor. It is also true 
fhat one of Pulitzer's first 
acts after buyiTJg the New York 
World was [0 send for 
Cockerill, and it was under 
Cockerill that the newspaper 
became the most valuable 
newspaper property in New 
York. 
Certainly Cockerill demon-
strated thrClughout his career 
all the attributes of a great 
managing editor. He was a 
super idea man, he possessed 
a keen sense of news, and he 
had a fanatical regard for ac-
curacy and good writing. Like 
so many managing editors, his 
temper and patience had a 
low boiling point, but Mr. 
King makes it clear that he 
was not by nature a pistol-
toting, fire-eating editor. 
Much has been made over 
the years of his shooting and 
killing a St. Louis lawyer and 
politiCian, Col. Alonzo Slay-
back, not too long after 
Cockerill took over in St. 
Louis. The author points out 
that Cockerill fired the fatal 
shots only li ft e r being 
threatened and because he had 
reason to believe his life was 
in danger. Cockerill later was 
exonerated, but he continued to 
suffer criticism as long as he 
remained in St. Louis. 
Most o! Mr. King's biog-
raphy is lIevoted to Cockerill's 
brilliant career in New York, 
and it sheds new light, not 
only on his contributions to 
a new style of journalism, 
but also to the struggle for 
power on the World With 
Ballard Smith, who finally 
succeeded in gaining Pulit-
zer's favor and Cockerill's 
dismissal. 
The author, who has held 
a number of newspaper jobs, 
is now an editorial writer for 
the Rochester, N. Y., Demo-
crat and Chronicle. His biog-
raphy gives impressive evi-
dence of pai.lstaking research. 
He has written a solid as well 
as exciting book which brings 
into proper perspective one of 
Ot!ler insig!lts offen:~ us in. . The book .. is a mile"w~e •. 
her book? Of course •.•... " .. And.al\inch deep •. 
: the great editors pf. .. the ·last 
. ; century •. :. ':.-, 
··OAILY. EGY'PTtAN PageS 
No Protest From This Reader-
Cancel His Subscription,Please 
- •• 010 II'D_ tta. 80011: 
PRESIDENT KENNEDY FACES ••. 
Cancel My Subscription, 
Please! by Jobn HenryCutier. 
~York: Ives Washburn, 
Inc.. 1965. 212 pi>: $4.50. 
A real professional opera-
tor of a weekly newspaper 
would probably not fmd time to 
write one book such as this 
while Cutler has done two. 
But that same professional, if 
he had the time for books, 
would not have made the mis-
takes this glib Massachusetts 
man did. 
One wonders at the accuracy 
of many news stories in the 
Duxbury Clipper when he finds 
Cutler crediting the book.f!m 
Person Rural to William Allen 
White instead of Hodding 
Carter while compounding his 
lack of knowledge of those 
famous community journalists 
by not knowing that Carter's 
major work has been with the 
daily. Greenville, Miss., Delta 
Kennedy's Press Conferences 
Compiled for Handy Reference 
Kenne~ and the Press: The 
Nzws Coerences. edited and 
annotated by Harold W. Chase 
and Allen H. Lerman with an 
introdu;:tion by Pierre Sa-
linger. New York: Thomas Y. 
Crowell Company, 1965. 555 
pp. $10. 
President Kennedy declared 
Aug. 29, 1962. that the United 
States had no eVidence that 
Communist troops were in 
C uha but that "we are con-
tinuing to watch what happens 
in Cuba." 
Nearly three months later 
during which the Cuban crisis 
sent a chill down the earth's 
axis, President Kennedy said. 
"I think this is a very climac-
tic period (in the wodi). " 
queries and Kennedy's an-
swers. he again is struck by 
the amazing articulation of 
this President-hiS store 01 
facts. figures and judgments 
which came quickly and 
confidently.1 • 
Of course. Kennedy, the 
first President to allow 
his news conferences to be 
broadcast live, performed his 
homework: diligently. Before 
each conference Sl1linger met 
with press secretaries of the 
various executive depart-
ments to compile a list of 
questions that might be asked 
along With suggestions for 
possible answers. Mter a 
meeting with White House ad-
visers, Kennedy was ready to 
go on stage. 
Students of government will 
find this book most l.seful in 
exploring the late Presjdent's 
thinking on a myriad of sub-
jects. Students of journalism 
too may glean a few hints in 
the art of their profession. 
Except for the President's 
special interviews, the editors 
did not include the names of 
reporter's asking questions. 
This is unfortunate since. in 
part at least. one can guage 
a repoL'ter's performance on 
•.. 'DIE PRESS 
the questions he asks. But 
then perhaps this is just as 
well, particularly in the case 
of the reporter who asked: 
"Mr. President. is there a 
srn.:>ii war imminent between 
Floyd Patterson and Sonny 
Liston?" 
The Presi~ent's reply: Talk 
to Mr. Patterson, 
Kenneth St~ck 
Democrat Times and not a 
weekly. 
Three events have occurred 
since Cutler's first book.l!.!!! 
It on the Front Page Please. 
These were a shift from the 
letterpress printer as his job-
ber for the Clipper to one using 
photolithography or offset in 
August. 1961, changing from a 
free circulation to a paid sub-
scription newspaper. and 
renting an office for the news-
paper in the business area of 
Duxbury instead of using his 
home. These were excuses 
enough. thought Cutler, for 
another book in which to drop 
Revie.edby 
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some names. reprint some 
cute phrases turned over the 
years in the Clipper and also 
answer the reviewers who 
panned his earlier book. 
Two or three future books 
can be expected. It will take 
that many to answer the added 
critics of this one. 
Most newspapermen will 
grant the Cutlers the right of 
being unorthodox if they wish 
or to guide the policies of their 
paper to fit the particular 
community, a Greater Boston 
suburb on Cape Cod. \t the 
same time, most profes-
sionals would be inclined to 
believe any newspaper would 
have succeeded in Duxbury, 
which did not have one. This 
has happened elsewhere in 
community journalism. in-
cluding the suburban press. 
An example of strange prac-
tice follows: WhJle jobbing the 
newspaper letterpress. Cutler 
was buying his photoengraving 
plates in Florida and any piC-
ture taken later' than Saturday 
would not be in the next 
week's Clipper .It was not until 
much later that he learned of 
a Fairchild engraver to make 
plastic plates in his own area. 
It's obvious that Cutler does 
not understand offset printing. 
He writes lyrically of it, to 
use the phrase of another 
weekly editor. Landon Wills, 
but does not understand it. 
Cutler implies that offset al-
ways uses cold composition 
and the linotype or hot metal 
composition is not possible for 
offset printing. He' e wronp;-
composition and printing are 
separate operations. 
Southern lllinois editors 
will be pleased to read quotes 
from their old friend. W.L. 
Schmitt, recently retired 
editor of the Carlinville En-
quirer. who incidentally 
earned the Golden Em award 
a year ago. They will not be 
pleased at how inaccurately 
Cutler writes of Landon Wills' 
television program: .. A 
Vanishing Breed: Portrait of 
a Country Editor." The re-
viewer wrote Mr. Wills for the 
facts-Cutler could have done 
so too without depending on his 
"poor" memory. 
Cutler"s real values are in 
his ability to write entertain-
ingly for the lay audience and 
probably for having the cour-
age to start the Clipper in the 
first place when other and 
better men have nor taken the 
leap. Professionals, however, 
alwa:;s despise seeing half 
tcuths and wrong impressions 
about their field of work. re-
gardless of the entertainment 
value. 
Let the casual reader 
realize that the flippant Mr. 
Cutler does not describe the 
weekly newspaper business as 
it really is. and let most news-
pape-r editors take this book 
in bites of no more than 10 
pages. Otherwise. there is 
danger of indigestion. 
Week'. Top Books 
Across the Nation 
Current best sellers as 
com p 11 e d hy Publisher's 
Weekly: 
FICTION 
Herzog by Saul Bellow 
Hurry Sundown, by K. B. 
Gilden 
Funeral in Berlin. by Len 
Deighton 
BeY'k~nrm~wn Staircase, by 
NONFICTION 
Markings. by Dag Hammer-
skjold 
The Founding Father, by 
Richard J. Whalen 
Rreen Victoria. by Eliza-
bet Longford 
The Italians by Luigi 
Barzini 
Reminiscences, by Gen. 
Douglas MacArthur 
The Kennedy Cuban state-
ments may be found easily 
in this handsome volume 
which. amidst a torrent of 
Kennedy outpourings, is wel-
comed as a significant addi-
tion to the literature on Kenne-
dy and his administration. 
For packed into this book are 
tile complete transcripts of 
Kennedy's 64 Presidential 
press conferences plus eight 
special interviews ranging 
from sessions with .Aleksei 
Adzhubei, then editor of Iz-
vestia. to NBC's Huntley and 
Brinkley and CBS' Walter 
Cronkite. 
At first glance, the title 
suggests this book is a study 
of Kennedy's relations with the 
press. It is not. Even the 
subtitle, The News Con-
~. doesn't remove 
that impression entirely. 
'The Science of Humao Ko-mu'o'i.ka'sliun' 
Editors Harold W. Chase, 
professor of government at 
the University of Minnesota. 
and Allen H. Lerman. a doc-
toral candidate in economics 
at Yale University, have done 
a thorough job in making this 
book useful and meaningful. 
For example. concise sum-
maries of the news precede 
each conference :report. help-
ing the reader follow the flow 
of national and international 
events. In addition. they have 
annotated- references to per-
sons. events and legiplative 
measures not fully identified 
in the transcripts. Then too. 
enhancing the reference value 
of the book, there is a de-
tailed index. 
As one scans reporter's 
The Science of Human Com-
munication edited by WilbUr 
Schramm. New York: Basic 
Books, 1963. 158 pp. $4.50. 
The reader who wants a con-
cise, understandable yet au-
thoritati ve introduction into 
various areas of human com-
munication will find this book 
extremely helpful. 
The essays. contributed by 
12 "name" wrirers and re-
searchers in the broad area 
of study known as "communi-
cations." are notably brief, 
to the point and. above all, 
easy to understand. In fact. 
the essays were prepared 
originally for broadcast ~n 
Voice of America's World-
Wide English Service. 
As might be expected in a 
book on communications. the 
selections wisely reflect a 
heavy influence by the late 
Carl Hovland. ·:rhree of bis co-
workers contribute articles 
largely based on work begun 
under the noted psychologist: 
Irving L. Janis, Nathan Mac-
coby and Arthur A. Lums-
daine, who has wandered off 
the Hovland reservation into 
the august land of teaching 
machines and programmed 
instruc[ion. 
The book offers a har-
monious blend of SOCiologists 
and psychologists plus one 
political scientist, Ithiel de 
Sola Pool. Other psychologists 
contributing are Leon Fes-
tinger. obviously on his theory 
of cognitive dissonance; Char-
les E. Osgood, semantic 
space. possibly the anicle 
least convincingly presented, 
and Mrs. Eleanor E. Maccoby, 
wife of the aforementioned Na-
than Maccoby, the effects of 
television on children. 
Contributors also include 
three of the most productive 
sociologists in th~ areas re-
lated to communications. They 
are Joseph T. Klapper, social 
effects of mass communi-
cations; Elihu Katz. the dif-
fusion of new ideas and prac-
tices, and Paul Lazarsfeld in 
cooperation With Herbert 
Menzel, mass medi:? and per-
sonal influence. 
In several instances the es-
says present highlights of im-
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port ant theses developed at 
greater length in books with 
titles similar to those of chap-
ter headings. Each contributor 
closes his chapter with a brief 
bibliography for the guidance 
of those who wish to pursue 
any given topiC more deeply. 
Many readers will wish to do 
just this. 
In addition to providing a 
"toe hold" into important 
areas of study for those only 
casually informed about com-
munication research and 
theory, the book should pro-
vide a special stimulus to 
graduate students by whetting 
their intellectual appetites in 
one or more of these com-
municatiOI1-related areas. 
Editor Schramm provides 
a brief biographical sketch of 
each writer in his headnote to 
each chapter as well as ques-
tions pertinent to marren' to 
be discussed. 
Probably the major weak-
ness of the book is that vir-
tually no attempt is made 
to relate the theory pro-
pounded in on~' .:haptC'r to that 
of another. a flaw one com~'s 
to expect. in multi-written 
manuscripts. 
Page' " DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Sill S .. holars ·On the Re("ord' 
Press Holds Impor.tant Role 
In Maintaining Democracy 
The journalist and the press 
have "iml roles and respon-
sibilities in maintaining our 
democratic societies and as-
sur:ng the survival of man-
kind, according to 5(U 
scholars. 
is prepared in terms of ideals 
and training to achieve the 
degree of understanding and 
accord required to save us 
from destruction." 
have done more than inform 
us as events occur-they have 
established an imperishable 
record of the past." 
"As things now stand," says 
Willis Moore, Department of 
Philosophy chairman, "there 
. Is grave danger that human 
culture, perhaps the race of 
man itself, will perish by war 
before the turn of the cen-
tury. This fate can be avoided 
only if with skill and sympa-
thy we succeed in interpreting 
man to man the world over. 
. "In this task the press has 
;the deepest responsibility and 
its supreme opportunity for 
it, above all other institutions. 
William A. Pitkin, profes-
sor of history, adds, "A dem-
ocratic society can endure 
only if the people are in-
formed and the will of the 
majority prevails." He says: 
"Our freedom to know has 
been maintained in large part 
by our newspapers. The issues 
of the day, and the diversi-
ties of opinion found in our 
society, have been set forth 
for the people to judge. An 
issue as such does not exist 
in a totalitarian state. 
Paul J. Campisi, professor 
of sociology, says, "More than 
ever before in the history of 
American journalism it be-
comes necessary in View of 
unrelenting crises which a l~i~~~~~~~~~iil~~~f~~~~i mass society imposes upon its members and institutions that 
reporters, particularly co-
lumnists, place upon them-
selves, however painful. those 
moral. professional and cul-
tural restraints necessaryfor 
objective and 'truthful' 
reporting. 
Aprenda la Cultura 
"Newspapers in our history De Sus Vecinos 
• 'To do thiS, it seems to me 
that journalists must assum~ a 
proper conception of man and 
a profound understanding of 
social forces. In a sense this 
imposes a social and be-
havioral scientific basis for 
perceiving, understanding and 
reporting the 'news.' 
Borodin Symphony Added 
To Humanities Recordings 
"In a I arger sense it in-
How. Werger. Henri Cartier- volve;: d great moral impera-
Bresson, Arthur Rothstein. tive to report the news in a 
John Rawlings. Tana Hoban, manner such that the gene-
Philippe Halsman. Bert5tern. rations which follow us wit! 
Peter Gowland. be able to reconstruct the 
EL PERrODlSMO 
HISPANOAMERICANO 
Hace poco apareci6 una list a 
de los diez periodicos mas 
importantes y mejor redac-
tados del mundo entero. Entre 
ellos se induyeron dos de la 
Am~rica Latina: La Naci6nde 
Buenos Aires, Argentina y 0 
E '>tado de 5:10 Paulo de SlIo 
Paulo. Brasil. As( es que en 
los idiom as esparlol y portu-
gues los periodicos mas im-
portantes mundialmenre son 
los del Hemisferio Occidental. 
(En ingltfs los Times de 
Londres y de Nueva York son 
los Cinicos en la !ista.) 
general se parecen a los de 
Estados Unidos, pero se ve 
en los artlculos de fondo y 
los comentaristas una g-ran 
diferenc1a: En la Am~rica 
Latina los escritores son por 
10 general los intelectuales 
mis prominentes de su paIs, 
y hay pocos analistas 0 
comentaristas profesionales 
tales como Walter Lippmann, 
los Alsop, Drew Pearson, y 
sus compatferos del "col-
umnismo" en los Estados 
Unidos. 
Phonograph records re-
ceived by the Humanities Li-
brary: 
Bach. Johann Sebastian. Or-
gelbuchlein (complete). Carl 
Weinrich. 0 r g a n. West-
minster. 
Beethoven, Ludwig van. 
Serenade in D for flute, violin, 
\·iola. Op 25. Baker, J. and 
L. Fuchs. With: trio stringop. 
9. No.3. C mincr. Decca. 
Borodin, Aleksandr Por-
fir'evich. symphony No. 3 in 
A minor. Ansermet. or-
chestra. Suisse Romande. 
With: Borodin. symphony No. 
2. London. 
GrIeg, Edvard Hagerup. 
Overture in Autumn; Romand 
a nd Variation. Beecham, 
Royal Philharmonic. With: 
Schubert. Symphony No. 6 in 
C "Little" D. Angel. 
Famous Photographers Tell 
New Books Include 
'We Are Not Alone' 
New books added to Brows-
ing Room shelves at Morris 
Library: 
ART 
Art or Anarchy, Huntington 
Hartford. 
FIC ,ION 
Mister Fisherman Jack 
Bennett 
The Explorer, Prances 
Parkinson Keyes 





Following the Frontier With 
F. Jav Haynes Pioneer Pho" 
tographer of the Old West 
J' recman Tilden 
MISCEJ.J.I\NEOl'S 
The Culrure Consumers. 
Alvin ToffJer 
SCIENCE 
i\rgcn the Cull. Franklin 
Russell 
We Are Not .\Ione, W<lltE'r 
Sullivan 
"" Singleton Town' 
"We have many areas where 
the only newspaper is owned 
b) t!le same interesrrhatowns 
the only radio station. I !,iUg-
gest in a singleton town rhis 
is rhe end of the First Amend-
ment." -Morris Ernst. 
I ve s, Charles Edward. history of our times With an 
Songs: fch grolle nieht; Cage; objective perspective." 
General Booth's Entrance into 
Heaven: Election; Religion: I. 
2,3; Ann St.; Farewell to Land. 
'Ideal Compromise' 
Curry. Vosgerchian, Farber- "The modern suburban 
man. With: Ives. 3 page Son. newspaper strikes an ideal 
eight pieces. Cambridge. compromise hetween the 
Mozart, Johann Chrysostom slick, professional quality of 
Wolfgang. Quartet No. I in G the metropolitan press and the 
(piano), K. 478. Curzon, Ama- personal. folksy approach of 
deus Quartet. With: Mozart. the rural weekly. It helps to 
Quartet No. 2 in Eb (piano). link together the community 
K. 493. London. needs with its leaders. Read-
Sullivan. Sir Arthur Sey- ers have high community iden-
mour. Sorcerer. English. tity and are more apt to rec-
D'Oyly Carte. London. ognize 10 cal leaders." 
Thomas. Ambroise. Mignon. -Charles Hayes, executive 
French. Senastian, Theatre editor, Padaock publications, 
Monnie. Arlington Heights. m. 
En muchos aspectos La 
Naci6n de ~~uenos Aires se 
parece al Times de Nueva 
York, pero hay grandesdifer-
endas. La NacicSn trae una 
proporci6n de noticias del 
extranjero mucho mayor que 
el Times. Las informaciones 
locales sonde menor volumen, 
y el caracter de la p1igina 
editorial es distinto. Los 
editoriallstas de los pcriod-
icos latinoamericanos en 
ON THE COVER-The pen and ink sketch. which appears in 
screened form on another page and depicts an old print shop. 
was done by Michael Siporin. who graduated from SIU with a mas-
ter's degree. 
Relativamente pequeita, sin 
embargo. es la circulacicin 
de un periodico hispano-
americano. De hecho, El 
universal. que tiene mayor 
circulaci6n que ningun otro 
peritidico de la Ciudad de 
Mexico, de cerca de 5,000,000 
de habitantes. imprime 801a-
mente unos 100,000 ejem-
plares. Quizas ninguno de la 
AmEirica Latina lJegue a sacar 
mas de 150,000 ejemplares 
diarios. Asf es que el numero 
de lectores el'1 ningun caso 
viene a alcanzar el total de 
un peri6dico de c'\rculaci6n 
regular en Estados Unidos 
o en Europa. 
Esto significa que el lector 
[ipo en la America Latina es 
un individuo de quiza.<; un nivel 
intelectual y educaci6n un poeo 
mas alto que el de Esrados 
unidos. Significa tambien que 
el peri6dico no busea 
ensanchar su Circulacion 
mediante la popularizaci6n de 
su contenido. Tambien signi-
fica que el periodico "tab-
loide" tan bien conocido en 
nuestra::: ciudades grandes 
tiene pocos imiradores en Ia 
America Latina. Una excep-
<:ion es el diario La Prensa 
de M~xico. Excede hasta a 
los "hearsrianos" en su 
sensacionalismo. Es "101 hoja 
amarilla" por excelencia. 
Pocos son los I.'ncabez",dos 
que no espaman con su 
vocabulario lugubre. y ticne 
UTi '"ocabulario csrcreotipo de 
frases tales como "cr(menes 
espeluzn~"[es, incendios de 
escenas danresca~, ascsinatos 
horripilantes. Y z<lfarranc.:hos 
...:an~ricnto~. " 
EI gr~n problema hispano-
americ.:mo es el dl.' lograr 
la public3ci6n ~,. alf';unos 
pcri6dico~ que satisfa~an la 
neee!'idad de cncomrar para 
los medioanalfabcros 31go 
ineer€'same que leer. algo que 
adl·ma,.; d~' inrcre,.;antE' sin"a 
para ampliar sus conoci-
m iento,.; y que continue' la 
oora de 31:abetiz~ci6n que e;>. 
de ram3 imporrancia para ('! 
futuro dd HemisfE'rio. 1I,IS[3 
ahora no se h.l encomrJdo la 
resolucion dE.> esrE.> rroblema. 
A.G.B. 
April 10, 1965 
Saturday 
Movie Hour will feature «An Affair to 
Remember" at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. in 
Furr Auditorium. 
The Deparrment of Journalism and the St. 
Louis professional chapter 'Jf Sigma Delta 
Chi will sponsor the 15th annual Spring 
Conference at 9 a.m. in the Agriculture 
Building. 
University Center Programming Board will 
sponsor a dance at 8:30 p.m. in the Roman 
Room of the University Center. There 
will be a band. 
The Music Depan·nent will have choir re-
hearsal at 7 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium. 
Intramural Athletics will have co-rec-
reational swimming at 1 p.m. in the 
University School Pool. 
Children's Hour will feature "The LiJ:tlest 
Warrior" at 2 p.m. in Browne Auditorium. 
The Law School Admissions Test will be 
given at 8 a.m. in Davis Auditorium. 
Kaupa Delta Pi will meet at 10 a.m. in 
Rooms C. D and E of the University 
Center. 
"Les Miserables" will be shown at 8 p.m. 
in Davis Auditorium. 
The Greek Students Association will spon-
sor a dinner and dance for the Greek 
Independence Day celebration at 5:30 p.m. 
in the University Center Ballroom. 
The Moslem Students Association will meet 
at 7:30 p.m. in the University Center. 
The Rifle Team will have a member re-
cruitment meeting at 1 p.m. in Old Main. 
German Theater Design Exhibit. April 10-
27, opens in the Gallery Lounge of the 
University Galleries. 
University Center Programming Board Ser-
vice Committee will sponsor a St. Louis 
Excursion leaving the University Center 
at 8 a.m. 
Alpha Kappa Psi will sponsor a .. Slave Day:' 
Sunday 
Southern Film Society will present theULast 
Days of Pompeii" at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. 
in the Library Auditorium. 
Intramural Athletics will meet on an playing 
fields at 4 p.m. April II-June 5. 
The Rifle Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. in 
Old Main. 
Sunday Seminar will feature a discussion 
on "Military Establishment in the World" 
at 8:30 in Room o of the University Center. 
Photography Institute will be held 
April 11-23 at 8 a.m. in the Agriculture 
Arena. 
Alpha Lambda Delta will have a pledging 
ceremony and discussion on .. Affairs-
Suicide Statesmanship" at 2:30 p.m. in 
the Seminar Room of the Agriculture 
Building. 
DAfU EGTPTJAM 
Chess Club will meet at 6 p.m. in the Olympic 
Room in the University Center. 
Peace Corps Week will be Aprilll-17, with 
meetings at 5 p.m. in Room H of the 
University Center. 
SIU Museum Exhibit of the Norton D. May 
collection of primitive oceanic an will be 
in the University Museum April ll-May 4. 
Thompson Point Educational Programming 
Board will sponsor" h.l Evening with Hans 
Conried" at 8 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium. 
Folk Art Society will meet at 2 p.m. in 
Room D of the University Center. 
Monday 
Aquaettes will meet at 4:45 p.m. at the 
University School Pool. 
Women's Recreational Association House 
Volleyball Club will meet at 7 p.m. in 
the Large Gym. 
Women's Recreational Association Class 
Volleyball Club will meet at " p.m. in the 
Larg~ Gym. 
The Saluki Flying Club will meet at 7:30p.m. 
in the Seminar Room of the Agriculture 
Building. . 
Dames Club will meet at 8 p.m. 10 the 
lounge and kitchen of the Home Economics 
Building. . 
Alpha Phi Omega will meet at 9 p.m. 10 
Rooms 106. 122 and 201 of the Home 
Economics Building. 
The Judo Club will meet at 5 p.m. on the 
Arena Concourse. 
Intramural weight lifting and conditioning is 
scheduled at 8 p.m. daily in the Quonset 
Hut. 
Music Students will have their recital at 
8 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium. 
Thompson Point Programming Board will 
meet at 9:30 p.m. in the Thompson Point 
government office. 
Peace Corps will meet at 8 a.m. in Rooms 
C and H of the University Center. 
Interpreters Theater will meet at 7 p.m. 
in the Studio Theatre in University.School. 
Housing Office Staff will meet at 2 p.m. in 
Room D of the University Center 
Circle K will meet at 9 p.m. in Room C 
of the University Center. 
Chemeka will meet at 9 p.m. in Room D 
of the University Center. 
The Baptist Foundation will sponsor a lec-
ture, "The Roots of Romantic Love," 
by John W. Drakeford at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Baptist Foundation. . 
Alpha Kappa Psi will meet at 9 p.m. m 
Room E of the University Center. 
University Center Programming Board Edu-
cational-Cultural Committee will meet at 
9 p.m. in Room B of the University 
Center. 
'From Southern Illinois,' Broadway Beat, 
Opera, Gateway to Ideas, on WSIU Today 
"From Southern IllinOis," a 
program featuring news, in-
ttJrviews, light conversation 
and popular tunes of the day 
from and about Southern il-
linois will be presented this 
morning at 10 a.m. 
Other highlights: 
Noon 
RFD Illinois: A review of 
the news from thc world 
of agriculture. 
I ~1~tropolitan Opera: "Er-
na.ni:-
7 p.m. 
Broadway Bcat: Original 
cast recording of Broad-
way productions. 
Sunda y ~~::ito~~s.:.~ from 
1 p.m. 
Church at Work: News re-
view from the world of 
Monday 
Shryock 
I · I 2 p.m •• 
re Ig on. BBC World Report: News of 
4 p.m. 
Shryock Concert: Live con-
the week from a British 
viewpoint. 
VARSITY LATE SHOW 
ONE TIME ONLY TONITE AT fl.OD P.M. 
BOX OFFICE OPENS AT 10,15 ALL SEATS $1.00 
I.~ lS 
ELKE SOM)II':R 
V~ I Ilight); that rob "I'!.. _ ...... ~ f ~~j~ ::;~ %t ~::::r WWy" 11011 ojsleep ... 
FIlMED ON THE EXOTIC FRENCH RIVIERA .n ~ 
WIlli ELKE SOMMER· Pierre Brice· Christian Pezy· Villoria Prada 
NQIIuCfa .. IQI,."V..,..lI·"...;(I(O" ...... cas a .. "'_' ... " .. UASl 
CONDUCTOR-Warren van Bronk· 
horst will conduct the Univer-
sity Orchestra in a concert at 8 
p.m. Sunday. General admission 
is SI, students 50 cents. 
Porceeds will go toward finan-
cing talented and deserving stu· 
dents in music education. 
Femandel Starring 
InMorie on WSIU 
«Man in the RaIncoat," 
starring Fernandel. is fea-
tured on WSIU-TV Mon-




What's New: New Orleans 
during the riverboat days. 
7 p.m. 
Pathfinders: Industrial re-
formist Elton Mayo. in the 
twentieth century. 
7:30 p.m. 
Public Affairs Program: 
"International Magazine" 
has stories by foreign re-
porters. 
Open 24 Hours 
A Doy 
A STANlEY KRAMER PRODUCTION 
___ I 





a .... y aa-eAI
How to spend a weekend 
in Chicago for $16 
'.~' ...•.. c ..  ~:s~:r~·t:'~:I. O)liord. OhiO : saY'S. "Any student. man 
0" woman, can 
stay at 
: ". _ Chlcago's 
• . YMCA Hotel ~ . and enjoy a 
f· « . Sr5.~~~~!~~ IS 
... . V.{ '. how I dId It. 
Fri.".M. Dinn .. 01 YMCA Horel $1.25 
Chic_ Sy .. p .... ny 2.50 
... .. 01 Y Hotel 2.95 
Sal. A.M. 1, ... U.sl 01 Y Horel 
Alt rnttitute Tour 




Sat. ".M. Net. Hilt. MVMUJlt Tour Free 
Dinne, DIY Hole' 1.25 
Sol. nil. danco. Y H"lel .15 
Coli. cia,. .45 
... .. 01 Y Hotel 2.95 
$ .... A.M. I_kf",. ", Y HoI.' 
Wonhi,. 01 C.n"'" Church 
.58 
I .... h 01 Y Hotel 1.30 
Sue. ".M. Io.k 10 (""PUS 
MEN· WOMEN. 'AMI LIES 
Stay at Chicago's 
YMCA HOTEL 
826 South Wabash 
at the edge of the Loop 
_ .... l._ • _52.B .... 
Write for resenalionl Dr con 922-31 13 
Campus 
Shopping Center 
LAST TIMES TODAY 
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Daily Egyptian Editorial Page The Problem of Cheating-I 
How to Talk to Springfield Cram or Sham? 
see if the exam is .. out." Place 
your hand on your forehead and 
glance to either side, to see 
if you can get the answer 
from your neighbor. 
By Sen. Paul Simon 
If you want to contact your 
legislator with your views on 
taxation, revenue reform, 
mental health, or anyone of 
the nearly 3,000 bills which 
will be presented by the end 
of the session, what's the best 
way of doing it? 
I'm asked that question 
often, and this is my 
evaluation: 
1. Mail 
This is perhaps the best way 
to get your views across. Make 
the letter brief and express 
your opinion in your own 
words. Letters that are word 
for word the same as other 
letters leave most of us cold. 
You need not worry if your 
language is not polished, and 
it is just as effective written 
by hand as with a typewriter. 
2. Petitions 
These are generally not too 
effective, because most of us 
know you can get people to 
sign a petition on almost any-
thing. Tremendous numbers 
are meaningful, of course, but 
if ten per cent of those who 
sign their name would write 
Experiments s how that 
pigeons are smarter than men 
in identifying colors. It's true 
that one very seldom sees a 
pig;,,,n whose necktie clashes 
with his socks. - Salt Lake 
Tribune. 
One businessman to another: 
"Recessions don't bother me. 
I was a failure during the 
boom." - Huntington (N. Y .) 
The Long Islander. 
letters, this would have a 
greater effect. 
3. Resolutions 
Many groups pass resolu-
tions advocating this, that, or 
something else. These are 
generally not too effective. 
Twenty letters on an issue 
are usually more effective 
than a resolution from some 
organization to which you 
belong. 
4. Visits With Your Legis-
lator 
If the problem is an exceed-
ingly complex one, then a visit 
with your legislator may be a 
good idea, but most things can 
be sai:1 in a letter. During 
these months, particularly, 
time is a real problem for 
most legislators and if you can 
state your views by letter 
rather than with a visit. it is 
just as effective. 
5. Phone Calls 
In many ways this is the 
least desirable form of com-
munication for expressing 
your views. phone calls be-
come so much a botber that 
50me legislators have changed 
to unlisted telephones. some-
thing all of us.feel like doing 
from time to time. 
Whatever met hod you 
choose to express your views. 
be courteous. Try to under-
stand that there may be 
another side to the question 
you have contacted him about. 
Legislators cannot please 
everyone by their decisions-
and they shouldn't try to. 
During the next months, if 
you take an interest in what 
happens in Springfield, and 
express your views to your 
legislators. vou can unques-
tionably belp shape the direc-
tion of things. 
If you don't take an interest. 
o~hers will be expressing their 
views-and they might not be 
as good as yours. 
Take a piece of paper about 
three inches square, write 
some notes on it, and tuck it 
under your Watchband. Check 
the fraternity and sorority 
fUes and locate an old copy 
of the exam. Ask around and 
Red China Believed Likely 
To Try to Keep Crisis Hot 
By Edward Neilan 
Copley News Service 
the MIG 15 and MIG 17 air-
craft that shot down two U.S. 
Air Force F-I05s were flown 
TAIPEI, Formosa-Com- by Communist Chinese pilots. 
munist China islmockingdown No one here is speculating 
~very olive branch that has whether this means the start 
been extended for a peaceful of Peking aid to Hanoi. 
settlement of the Viet Nam Recent moves by the Com-
situation. munist Chinese. according to 
Nationalist Chinese intelli- Nationalist Chinese intel-
gence experts reason that ligence. indicate they are 
Communist China wants to worried that Russia may be 
keep the Viet Nam Crisis alive trying to speed talks on South-
at least until the Algiers con- east Asia so that Moscow can 
terence of Afro-Asian nations preserve some influence 
in June. there. 
This will allow Peking to North Viet Nam would like 
exploit the conflict against to see the U.S. air raids stop 
both the United States and but is not anxious to have 
RUssia. Red Chinese troops come in to 
Red China blames the en- "help." 
tire Southeast Asia problem on Ironically. Peking is all but 
the United States and also holding the threat of thiS" aid" 
accuses Russia of being over Hanoi's headinurgingHo 
ready to .. make a deal" with C hi Minh to keep up the fighr. 
the United States over Viet A recent Peking broadcast of 
Nam. Peking also charges a Hanoi statement omitted a 
Moscow with being slow to paragraph which hinted that 
aid North Viet Nam in its North Viet Nam would be ready 
"war of national liberation." to negotiate if U.S. air raids 
Communist China continues ceased. 
to urge North Viet Nam to Peking also has voiced 
keep up the fi~ht and has strong displeasure with a non-
pledged to send aid. So far aligned nation's plea that ne-
none has been forthcoming. gatiations start Without pre-
Intelligence experts here. conditions. This initiative was 
however. are speculating that advanced by YugoslaVia. 
) ( 
( 
" YOLJ/V~ <TOT SIX HOuRS TO rill T\-\I\T 
Find out what kind of exam 
is to be given. If it's mul-
tiple choice there's ,10 prob-
lem. Find out if the instructor 
watches the class during 
exams, or it he's the kind who 
reads papers during it. 
These are but a few of the 
more common procedures for 
"preparing" for an exami-
nation, procedures which are 
becoming more common-
place. 
Seventy per cent of the stu-
dents !nterviewed in a recent 
survey at Columbia University 
admitted cheating on an exam-
ination at least once whUe in 
college. The amazing thing is 
not that cheating is so wide-
spread. but that there is a 
growing apathy towards it on 
all levels of the university 
community. Whenever the 
question of what to do about 
cheating comes up. the buck is 
passed to someone else to 
take the responsibility. Con-
se'i-1ently nothing is ever done. 
Just where does the respon-
sibility lie. and what can be 
done about it? 
The answer to these ques-
tions will be dealt with in a 
series of editorials. of which 
this is the first. 
Daniel Moricoli 
In the 1890's some people 
collected coins in spitoons 
instead of piggy banks. an 
Omaha fiscal historian re-
calls. - Lerner Newspapers, 
Chicago. 
April 10,·1965 
'FOR PETE'S SAKE! OOUSE THAT LIGHT!' 
Guards Close Autobahn Again 
As Pressure Seems to Ease 
BERLIN (AP) - The Berlin 
autobahn was closed again 
Friday night just when Com-
munist pressures on the iso-
lated city appeared to be 
easing. 
This was the first time that 
traffic was stopped since 
Thursday night on the 110-
mile lifeline connecting the 
city with the West. 
East German army officers 
showed up in several trucks 
and jeeps a few yards from the 
Western checkpoint outside 
Berlin. They unloaded a tem-
porary barrier and promptly 
at 6 p.m. it was placed 
across the four-lane high-
way. 
At Helmstedt, the Western 
end of the autobahn, East Ger-
man border guards lowered 
the barriers at the same time. 
The Communists had left 
the autobahn open throughout 
the morning. 
The Communi!'lts had said 
the daily shutdowns would con-
tinue until Soviet-East Ger-
man military maneuvers end 
Sunday. But hope rose that 
the harassment might be at an 
end when the highway re-
mained open throughout the 
morning. 
Strong Yoting Do.age 
Ci"en Houe Olcay 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
•• strong dosage" of legi slation 
to enforce voting rights won 
overwhelming approval Fri-
day from a House Judiciary 
subcommittee. 
Both versions of the vote 
measure go far beyond the 
guarantees President Johnson 
originally recommended. 
They would ban all state poll 
taxes, eliminate literacy 
tests, and authorize federal 
registration of voters in wide 
areas of the South. 
HAVE A DATE EVERY 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
You'll finally be able to affQr!f to, if you get 
a Honda. 
Trade in your gas·eater for a thrifty Honda 
50. Up to 200 miles per gallon, and at least 
that many laughs. Maybe more. 
Hondas are just the ticket for campus traHic 
and campus parking, and you'll notice a big 
difference in your pocketbook, too. It'll 
bulge for a change. 
And so will your date book. 
See all the Honda models at 
HONDA 
Of Carbondale 
Parts & Service 
1 mi. North an Highway 51 
Ph. 7-6686 "ovAleetr!JeN;cest'eopIeOlJ.~ P.O. Box 6601 
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1 Kill Possible 
u.s. Fighters, Red MIGs Tangle 
During Biggest Bombing Strike 
SAIGON, South Viet Nam 
CAP) - U.S. Navy Phantom jets 
flying top cover for the most 
massive air strike yet staged 
against North Viet Nam battled 
C()mmunist MIGs over the sea 
25 miles from Red China's 
Hainan Island today. 
One of the Soviet-bunt jet 
fighters possibly was shot 
down. It was seen disappearing 
into clouds in flames. 
The nationality of the MIGs 
was not determined, but they 
were presumed to be North 
Vietnamese. There was no 
announcement of any Ameri-
can losses in the air battle. 
It is possible the MIGs were 
Chinese. There is a large 
alrbase on Hainan Island. 
Nothing 
In Saigon, American author-
ities announced that two more 
battalions of U.S. Marines and 
a squadron of Marine jet 
fighters will land shortly in 
Viet Nam, further reinforCing 
security at Oa Nang and at 
the city of HUe. 
A five-man Vietnamese 
military tribunal sentenced to 
death the. driver of the get-
away motorbike in the U.S. 
Embassy bombing of March 30 
despite the Viet Cong's threat 
to execute a captive U.S. aid 
mission offiCial, Gustav C. 
Hertz of Leesburg, Va., in 
reprisal. 
The condemned terrorist is 
Nguyen Van Hai, 27. There is 
no appeal from the tribunal's 
sentence, but Chief of State 
Phan Kac Suu could commute 
it. 
About 220 U.S. Air Force 
and Navy planes raided North 
Vietnamese bridges in this 
20th such operation against 
military targets of the HanOi 
regime since Feb. 7. The 
greatest number previously 
involved on a single day was 
about 160 on March 2. 
U.S. authorities announced 
ground fire felled one plane. 
a Navy A40 Skyhawk. but said 
the pilot was rescued. Radio 
Peking declared eight of the 
raiders were shot down. 
With the report on the SI,..'-
hawk, American anno\:· 
ments show 27 planes 
can take the press out of Lee-Prest slacks 
Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't be. Those Lee-
Prest Leesures can't help hut stay crisp and neat. No matter what you 
put them through. They have a new permanent press. So the crease stays 
in. The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And thafs without ironing. No 
touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's special blend of 50~0 polyester 
and 50'10 combed cotton. For wash and wear ... with conviction. 
Incidentally, that permanent press is the only change we've made 
in Leesures. They still have that lean, honest look ... smart, tailored fit. 
New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their permanent press yourself. It isn·t 
necessary, but it's a great way to spend an evening. From $5.98 to $7.98. 
H. D. Lt.:~ Co .• In"". l'ial~,>"s I.·,t,- ':'l. M:;Jo. 
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Ad Execlltive Gives SUccess Formula 
ObSE'rvation. not exp"-'ri-
t>nn', ellables true success, 
say~ Eric Isg!"ig. "Vice presi-
dE'nt in charge of advertising 
fo!' Zenith Sales Corp. of 
Chicago. 
Isgrig is one of the top 
leaders in JOurnalism on 
Pupils to Attend 
Photography Day 
High School students and 
instructors i nte re s ted in 
photography will be on campus 
Saturday to attend Photog-
raphy Day. 
Sessio.1S of Photography 
Day will begin at 9 a.m. in 
Room 168 of the Agriculture 
Building. Time will bE' pro-
vided for an advisers' meeting:. 
campus to give a talk on the 
occasion of the second annual 
Journalism Week. 
Observation is one part of a 
seven-step. formula lsgrig 
has devised for success and, 
according to him, it is the 
most important step. 
"Man learns by observing 
problems other men have con-
fronted. He benefits from 
watching others," Isgrig 
said. 
The other six steps in the 
success formula are facts. 
emotion. technique, new 
appeal, dramatization and 
di mplification. 
However, even with all the 
formulas you will not succeed 
unless you really believe in 
what you're doing and then 
"work like hell:' Isgrig said. 
JOYCE SWAN, PUBLISHER 
OF THE MINNEAPOLIS 
STAR-TRIBUNE, BANQUET 
SPEAKER 
"when can I 
interview IBM?" 
April 15 
"for what jobs?" 
Systems Engineering 
Marketing! Sales 
The IBM Data Processing Representative is a con-
sultant to hiS customers. He demonstrates how 
customers can achieve better business manage-
ment and control through data processing. 
IBM Data ProceSSing Systems Engineers are men 
and women who study customer requirements in 
depth, devise an approach, define a preferred 
machine and operational solution, and help the 
customer implement the solution. 
The IBM Customer Engineer is a specialist in pre-
cision data proceSSing machines and systems. He 
is responsible for installing and maintaining IBM's 
vast line of electronic and electromechanical 
equipment. 
If you have a major in Liberal Arts, Engineering, the 
Sciences, or Business Administration, discover 
what k:nds of work IBM has to offer. IBM is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
There are challenging assignments in more than 
200salesand service offices located coast to coast. 
See your placement office for our brochures-and 
an apPOintment with the IBM interviewers. If you 
cannot attend the interviews, write or visit the 
nearest IBM office. 
l. N. Jensen 
Branch Manager 
650 N. Main St. 
Rockford, Illinois 61101 IBM 
DATA PROCESSING 
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Publisher Sees Great Future 
In Today's Newspaper Field 
(Continued from Page 12) 
pect more from their news-
papers - better reporting, a 
Wider range of news coverage 
and more interpretation ofthe 
news.·' 
However, Swan observed 
that "because of the com-
plexity of communications in 
the United States, neither edu-
cators nor newspapers can any 
longer assume that ele-
mentary and secondary school 
students are automatically 
newspaper readers." 
There is a solution to thiS, 
Swan pointed out. as he cited 
the Newspaper in the Class-
room program started seven 
years ago and now sponsored 
by the American Associa-
tion of Newspaper Publishers 
and the National Council of 
Social Studies, a department 
of the National Education As-
sociation. 
Swan also cited a program 
on information and world af-
fafrs carried on by the Minne-
apolis Star-Tribune in which 
each participating teacher is 
given a study outline at the 
t.eginning of the year to go 
with a page of material pub-
lished each Monday during the 
school year. 
The program (lOW involves 
more than 80,000 students, 
Swan said. 
The publisher also noted 
that the number of students 
studying to be newspapermen 
and women is increasing and 
the number of graduates still 
is far fewer than the number 
of jobs available. 
"We now know that 
motivation toward journalism 
education can and should begin 
in junior or senior high 
school," Swa" said, as he 
commended the efforts of the 
American Newspaper Pub-
lishers Association and the 
Wall Street Journal News-
paper Fund for providing well-
documented information to 
high school advisers about the 
opportunides of journalism. 
Swan quoted Walter Wil-
liams, founder of the Univer-
sity of Missouri School of 
Journalism: 
"The world is yours. but 
only if you are willing to pay 
the price for it-hard work, 
moral and intellectual in-
tegrity, continuing education, 
love, preservation and culti-
vation of the imagination, un-
shaken faith in God and one's 
fellow men, holding fast to the 
things of spirit, without which 
the ownership of the whole 
world and the things therein 
is bane, not blessing." 
400 High School Historians 
To Meet at CCHS Today 
A regional meeting of the 
Illinois State Historical So-
ciety is being held at Carbon-
dale Community High School 
today. 
Between 400 and 500 
students froin the stare are 
expected to attend the 
meeting. 
The program will emphasize 
Civil War history and will 
feature singing of Civil War 
folk songs by Roy Tate, dean 
of the Old Town School of 
Folk Music in Chicago; State 
Historian Clyde C. Walton 
giving a slide lecture on "Life 
With Billy Yank;" and Lucky 
McDaniel, a shooting instruc-
tor fro m Atlanta, Ga., 
demonstrating Civil War guns. 
BIG 12 lb. washers ..IIIIk. 
~oolW"~a 
~~ .......--: ... -
Clean· 
self· service laundry 
WASH 20( DRY 10( 
CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER 
214 W. FREEMAN ST. 
A tour of local historical 
sites will also be offered. John 
Allen, retired history pro-
fessor and author of "Legend 
and Lore of Southern Illinois," 
will be in charge of the tours. 
The meeting will close at 
3:30 p.m. after the presen-
tation of awards to schools 
or individuals in the cate-
gories of handicraft, di-
oramas, essays and art which 
show research into state or 
lo;:al history. 
Deadline lUonday 
For 'Brain Game' 
The deadline for returning 
applications for the "Brain 
Game," SIU's version of the 
"College Bowl" television 
program, is Monday. 
Applications should be 
turned in to the Housing Office 
and preliminary play-offs will 
be between April 19 and May 
14. 
Teams from the Edwards-
ville a,nd East St. Louis cam-
puses will also be playing the 
"Brain Game" and the finals 
between the winning team on 
each campus will be televised 
by WSIP-TV. 
In Class Your Vision 
Really Does Count 
~.~:.~ . ~ Vf q,~,~R\ 
,\aUJtq \ 
We also make complete 
glasses while you wait! 
Don't take a chance on your 
sight for vanity's sake .. \\e 
offer complete gl asses, len-
ses and a selection of hun-
dreds of latest stvle framE'S 





Insurance.Sl0.00 p ... year 
CONRAD OPTICAL 
4.cr05S from the Varsity Theoter - Dr. J.H. COVer Optolnerri st 
Corner 16th and Monroe, Herrin - Dr. R. Conrad. Optometrist 
r~.1 .. _ • ." •• ~!"; .~"., ..... ,. ~ •• ,' .. :., 
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Spring Grid Practice 
Will 8egin Monday 
SIU Track Team" Holds Lead 
After 15 Events in 4-Way Meet 
After 15 events SlU's track 
team led a four-te-am quad-
rangular meet at McAndrew 
Stadium Friday afternoon. 
high jump of 6 feet 6-1/2 
inches and John Vernon of SIU 
Track Club in the triple jump 
with a leap of 48 feet. 
Spring football practice 
opens at SIU Monday with 
Operation Freshmen appear-
ing the dominate theme. 
Sixty-five to 70 undidates 
are expected to report for the 
first day of drills beginning at 
3:30 p.m. Conspicuously pres-
ent will be a roughed group 
of about 30 freshmen tabbed 
last fall the best first-year 
group ever at Southern. 
Also greeting Coach Don 
Shroyer and his &taff will be 
about 25 returning veterans 
plus about 15 new faces. Thus 
it is with optimism that 
Shroyer will start the once-
a-day, five-day-a-week ses-
Sions, which will climax With 
the annual spring intrasquad 
game May 8. 
The fine freshmen group is 
responsible for most of the 
optimism. 
"I'm real tickled with those 
kids coming up," Shroyer 
said. "There're a fine bunch. 
They're going to figure in our 
picture pretty strongly." 
The former St. Louis Foot-
ball Cardinal staff member 
plans plenty of running for 
the first day session, but hopes 
to "pop a little bit" Tuesday. 
Fundamentals and special 
emphasis on individual help 
will keynote the almost month-
long drills. The prime ob-
jective will be to determine 
who will be playing next fall 
when the Salukis open their 
10-game schedule Sept. 18 
against State College of Iowa 
at home. 
Right now the Salukis' 
strong point appears to be its 
line, with ends Tom Massey 
and Mike McGinnis; guards 
Mitchell Krawczyk, D a v e 
Cronin and Larry Wolfe, and 
tackles Isaac Brigham, Vic 
Girl Gymnasts Get 
All-Star Invitation 
Two of Coach Herb Vogel's 
woman gymnasts have been in-
vited to the North-South All-
Star Gymnastics Champion-
ship meet Saturday night at 
Long Beach, Cali. 
The two girls are Donna 
Schaenzer and Gail Daley. 
They finished 1-2 in the all-
around event at the Women's 
National Collegiate "TIeet last 
month in St. Louis. 
Each team will consist of 
13 girls who Will each work 
two events. Miss Schaenzer 
will work balance beam and 
uneven parallel bars, and Miss 
Daley will compete in vaulting 
and uneven parallel bars. Both 
girls will be competingforthe 
North team. 
They will be competing 
against two of the top woman 
gymnasts in the country, Dale 
McClements and Linda Meth-
any. Miss McClements and 
Miss Methany were the two 
top American performers at 
the Olympics in Tokyo last 
fall. They will both be on the 
South team. 
According to Vogel, the pur-
pose of the meet is to 
stimulate women's gymnas-
tics on the west coast. 
CBS to Televise 
Gymnastics Finals 
Taped highlights of the 
NCAA Gymnastics Finals. 
were held April 2 and 3 in the 
SIU Arena. will be shown at 
1:30 p.m. Sunday on the CBS 
Sports Spectacular. 
KFVS-TV, Channel 12 in 
C ape Girardeau. Mo.. is one 
of the stations which will tele-
vise the 90-miilU[e special. 
Pantaleo, Willie Wilkerson 
and Louis Hines. 
Joining these returning 
players will be the potentially 
rich freshman lineman troop 
led by tackles Ted Cunning-
bam, Ralph GallL>way and Al 
Jenkins; guards Al Equi. Joe 
Ewan and Ron McCartney and 
center Rich Hawkins. 
The big problem appears 
to be the backfield, where only 
quarterback Jim Hart and 
little speedster Kicbie Weber 
return, along with Don Deck, DON 
Monty Riffer and J 0 h n Brooks, Arnold Kee, Hill 
McKibben. Hcbs, Eugene James, Eddie 
Thus Shroyer is looking to Richards, Hill Williams, and 
tbe freshman group for help Richard Bush, Shroyer hopes 
in tbe secondary department to find tbe talent to fill the 
too. Out of a group of Dwane gaps. 
St. Louis Mentor Lauds SID 
At Lively 'Go Go' Banquet 
"Two years ago we played 
a scrimmage game against 
these boys before our season 
started. Tbey beat us rather 
handlly." 
Thus John Benington, bead 
basketball coach and athletic 
director at St. Louis Univer-
sity, expressed his respect for 
sm's basketball team at the 
Saluki "Go Go" banquet 
Tbursday night in tbe Uni-
versity Center Ballroom. 
"You will be remembered 
as one of the great basket-
ball teams at Soutbern n-
linois University," Benington 
told the Salukis and 300 guests. 
The quote was one of the few 
serious remarks he made as 
he cracked joke after joke to 
the enjoyment of the crowd 
at the affair. 
"We in St. Louis claim the 
championship of college bas-
ketball in minois," Benington 
said, "mainly because we 
didn't play SIU." "I can find 
enough ways to lose Without 
and was runnerup in the NCAA 
conege division national tour-
nament at Evansville. 
Hartman thanked everyone 
for their fine support during 
the season and expressed 0p-
timism about next year. He 
also introduced bon 0 red 
guests among whom were 
some outstanding high scbool 
basketball players from the 
area as well as the Marion 
and Carbondale prep teams. 
515 S. ILLINOIS 
Tbe Salukis bad compiled 
71-1/2 points to the Saluki 
Track Club's 65, Chicago 
Track Club's 56, and De Paul's 
7-1/2. 
Stadium records were set by 
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coming down hElre," he said. 
After being introduced by DAILY EGYPTIAN 
At press time two everus 
were still left, the broad jump 
and the mile relay. 
607 S. Illinois 457·6660 
Portrait 
oJ the Month 
NEUNLIST 
STUDIO 
213 W. Main 
Ph. 457-5715 
master of ceremonies John S. 
Rendleman as a man whose 
scbool is a member of the 
Missouri Valley Association, 
Benington Said. "I will convey 
your message back to the 
Missouri Valley office. Now 
I know why I was invited." 
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Vol .. s..,. .... -36 H.P. Judson 
S .. pe,charger. Re.,.,. sed 
wheels. NGlg"""d. int.,io,. 
Racing e .. bu._r. Call G..,. 
at 7-6489. or see at 1:20 E. 
P ..... N ... IS .... 2 
1964 BSA 75 ce. E"e .. "_. 
Cllftd;ti_. Must •• 11 hi b ... 
oH... May be seen at 317 W. 
0 .. or call 9-2661 .. 52 
1965 Hondo SO super 'port 
1,500 miles. Top condition. 
196. H .... do 90 V .. ,., good con-
dllion. $300.',0 call Bob • 
.. 53-3137 aft.'_n .53 
1963 Co.vai. Monzo, • on the 
floo.. Maroon. Low mil .... ge 
(28,000), perfec:t condition . 
$1,590. Phon. 457-7392 
after 5 p.m. ..55 
Con"erti&le. 1959 Dodge. 
light bl ..... y." g_d condition. 
$450.00 Call D. Schraeder 
3- 11>77 549-2489. 
464 
R"labl. Wait •• ss; Day Shift 
..01 Nipt. Contaet famil" F .. n 
Dri"._ln: 1$', M'!!::-:, CGfDon-
dale «'9 
FOR RENT 
K... hau.ing now ac:cepting 
girl. applications for Summ.' 
• __ • Fin.st Location ad-
joining e_puL Mode ... 
elec:tric "itch ... s. Ph ..... 
457-5410 o. inqui'. at 806 S. 
Uni., •• ity. 460 
PTOLEMY TOWER APART-
MENTS! N.w! Beautifully 
_01 pww."ecI! Featu,ing duo-
~i~s·h:~~t!!~~r~nt.::"O;:i~ 
"ot. study desks. cus_m made 
d.~ss. garbage disDOsal. com-
plete co .... ing faeilities. 3 
bloc"s fram camp.... Summer 
and Fa" opening. - Call 
Beacham ~9-3988, Williams 
684-6182. Applicants s ..... en· 
eL ~ 
Working Paper 'Unworkable,' Says Council 
"Unworkable:' thougb one 
of the milder terms, repre-
sents the Caroondale Student 
Council's reaction to the 
proposed student government 
working paper. 
The reaction came at the re-
quest of the special committee 
which had drawn up the work-
ing paper last weekend. 
Here's what faculty adviser 
Arthur E. Prell had to say 
about the plan: 
"First of all, I think it's 
Peace Corps Team 
Arriving Monday 
an abortion." Referring tothe 
at-large election of the presi-
dent, he said: 
"Nothing could succeed 
more fu putting the two cam-
puses at each other's throats. 
First you unite the two cam-
puses, then you split them 
right down the middle." 
Prell referred to the legis-
lative process (that all bills 
must be passed by all three 
bodies) as a legislative jungle, 
then suggested: 
"You'd have tl) elect the 
president to a two-year term 
A Peace Corps team will "C':":':-. 
set up shop on campus Monday .Ill ..... a_ 
for a week of recruiting stu-
dents for overseas duty. P, 7 
Ross Pritchard, director of age 
the Peace Corps in T:.Jrkey, 
will head the team. He will be 
accompanied by Jim Boughton, 
director of the Peace Corps 
in pakistan. and on€ member 
of the Peace Corps' W<!shing-
ton staff. . ... ,.-
They will be in the Activi-~' .~_:~ -L . 
g:~te~r~~o~ 8th:.~n~~e~~~, f 
day starting Monday. And on 
Tuesday they will administer 
the Peace Corps placement 
test to students at various 
times of the day. 
Pritchard explained that the 




Joseph Zaleski. coordinator 
of Student General Affairs, 
asked Friday that drivers 
apply their brakes more fre-
quently on Campus Drive to 
avoid speeding into a fine. 
so there'd be time for the 
bills to get to him'" 
Prell concluded that if the 
Council felt it couldn't build 
a workable structure within 
the University statutes, it 
might consider asking the 
Board of Trustees to change 
them. 
As a result of the discus-
Sion, tbe Council voted to set 
up a committee to express tbe 
Council's reaction to tbe plan 
and to suggest ways to Im-
prove it. 
In otber action, the Council 
April 10, 1965 
Local News 
,. .. 12 
passed a bill recommending 
that the tf''lcher evaluation 
system, CUrl .:ntly on an op-
tional basi s, be mad e 
compulsory. 
The Council also empowered 
the chairman of the Student 
Council to appoint a committee 
of Student Council members to 
investigate the field of stu-
dent-supported publications. 
The Council also recom-
mended that tbe Housing Office 
institute a policy of distin-
guishing (for publicity pur-
poses) bet wee n approved 
Sport. 
PageU 
Zaleski pointed out that the 
Security Office has received 
numerous complaints of 
speeding recently and urged 
drivers to observe the 
20-miles-an-hour s pee d 
limit. 
He stressed that the 
RCTe REFERENDUM-Students line up to vote 
in the ROTC referendum Friday. Students and 
faculty were given the opportunity to vote 
whether they prefer voluntary or compulsory 
ROTC. Results of the poll are expected to be 
announced early next week. 
Security Office will enforce 
the speed limit stringently. 
But, he said, "I would rather 
have an informed student body 
who will cooperate in 
observing the speed regu-
lations than have ~hem learn 
through fines and assess-
ments." 
Zaleski warned drivers 
that, because of the wideness of· 
Campus Drive, they can find 
themselves exceeding the 
limit unless they pay close 
attention to how fast they are 
tra.tel~~~. And, he said, they 
musYpiij-"attention because of 
the heavy cOhcentration of 
pedestrian,; in the area, parti-
cularly those who are disabled 
or blind. 
Za_~ski also said that he will 
not be receptive to student 
pleas of "first offense" as 
grounds for leniency. 
300 Attend Banquet 
Publisher Says Discontent With Status Quo 
Makes Newspaper Field More Promising 
"When the newspaper busi-
ness becomes so far removed 
from its readers tbat we no 
longer are criticized, then 
we bavelostourvitality:' saId 
Joyce Swan, a native of Crab 
Orchard. Ill. 
Publisher of the Minne-
apolis Star-Tribune, Swan 
returned to Southern Illinois 
to address approximately 300 
journalists at the second 
annual Journalism Week 
banquet. 
Swan made the remark in 
his speech entitled "The 
Newspaper Business - Con-
structively Discontented:' in 
which he acknowledged that the 
newspaper business is fre-
quently a target of critiCism. 
The constructive dis-
contentment of tbe newspaper 
business or discontent wit~. the 
status quo. Swan noted, makes 
the newspaper field bright and 
promising for young men and 
women going into the business. 
He also noted that though 
there are increasingly fewer 
daily papers in [he United 
States. it is nothing to be 
alarmed aOOut since tbere are 
fewer businesses in other 
fields. but "this has no re-
lationship to the over-all 
health of a business." 
Swan cited the·factthat daily 
newspaper circulation has in-
creased at a rate almost 
identical with the increase of 
U.S. adult population. 
Conried Likes Campus Audiences 
Although newspapers have 
been faced with stiff com-
petition from the other jour-
nalistic media, he noted, ad-
vertising volume for U.S. daily 
and Sunday newspapers "last 
year hit an all-time high of 
more than four billion dollars, 
or almost as much as tele-
Vision, radio and magazine 
advertising combined." 
.. Although we have been 
slow getting started. we are 
now in a technological 
evolution:' said Swan as he 
noted that this would result 
in no decrease in jobs in this 
field. 
HANS CONRIED 
Hans Conried. a well-known 
actor. prefers college appear-
ances to night club shows and 
usually manages to visit 90 
campuses a year. 
Conried will perform at SIU 
at 8 p.m. Sunday in Shryock 
Auditorium. Tickets will be 
on sale at the door beginning 
at 7 p.m. 
Talking and acting before 
a college audience proves 
to be rewarding, according 
to Conried. who says. "You 
cannot talk down to a 
college au die n c e because 
they provide the sharp.:st 
body of listeners in the 
world." 
Conried also finds his 
appearances on campuses 
to be very demanding. "I 
tell the students something 
of whic'h I have some 
knowledge and they, in turn 
- by astute questions-
send me away to probe 
and lJOur over my books and 
be a bit more demanding 
in my own search for 
knowledge." 
Conried himself is not a 
college graduate, but he says, 
"Today, you cannot possibly 
know too much as an actor'" 
Conried's method of learning 
seems to come from nis many 
college appearances. 
"In fact:' Swan said, "the 
U.S. Department of Labor re-
ported a few months ago that 
printing and publishing is one 
of the 14 industries in which 
technological change is expec-
ted to result in employment 
increases/' 
Change is also occurring 
in the level of education of 
newspaper readers, Swan 
said, ann because of thiS. 
"readers have a right to ex-
(Continultd on Page 10) 
unsupervised houses and those 
unsupervised h 0 use s not 
approved. 
Presently, living units are 
categorized only as super-
vised or unsupervised living 
units. 
The bill recommended that 
the Housing Office inspect un-
superviJed living units for 
sanitary. fire protection and 
legal standards. 
The Council voted to send a 
request to Jack W. Graham. 
dean of stUdents, that a stu-
dent representative be allowed 
to attend meetings that are 
currently held by adminis-
trators concerning the campus 
judicial system. 
John C. Henry, chairman of 
the finance committee, re-
poned to the Council that 
$491,000 has been allotted 
from student activity fees next 
year to be reallocated by the 
council. 
The Cou, . .:il also approp-
riated $50 to the Spring Fes-
tival assembly committee to 
rent a backdrop for the Arena 




At VTI Event 
Repairing jet engines, con-
structing dental plates, fash-
ioning the latest hair styles ••• 
these are but a few of the 
"Uving displays" that visitors 
to the Vocational-Technical 
Institute open house will see 
today. 
Students in each ofthe more 
than two dozen technical pro-
grams at the institute will be 
demonstrating for the guests 
the type of skills they are 
learning. 
Since VTI was established in 
1951. more than 2.000 students 
bave completed the vario'~s 
programs in w hi c h the 
emphasis is placed on de-
veloping technical skills. 
Marvin Hill. acting direc-
tor, pointed out that in ad-
dition to technical training 
the students also receive a 
general education. ReqUire-
ments include subjects in the 
physical sci e n c e s, social 
SCiences, English and mathe-
matics. 
Hill said that a number of 
persons have the misunder-
standing that students at VTI 
"can't make it at a regular 
college:' But this is not true. 
Hill said, noting that students 
at VTI must pass the same 
entrance exams and have the 
same high school record as 
those who enter the re~ar 
four-year program at SIV. 
Students can work toward a 
one-year cenificate or a two-
year aSSOCiate in arts degree, 
Hill said. 
"Our graduates have no 
trouble getting jobs," Hill 
said. "Through the Placement 
Service and by visits from 
personnel directors of large 
companies, our students have 
ample opportunities to find 
employment:' 
Guided tOl.i.rs wiII be con-
ducted today from 9 a.m. until 
noon. 
300 High Schoo'ers 
:.nending Press Event 
More than 300 high school 
journalism students and their 
advisers are expected on cam-
pus today for the 15th yearly 
spring conference of the 
Southern Illinois School Press 
Association. 
The program will begin at 
9 a.m. in Muckelroy Audi-
torium. 
